Welcome to TRACS AKC Spring Agility Trial, May 25, 26, 27 and 28, 2018
Dixon May Fairgrounds – Outdoors on grass
655 S. First Street, Dixon, CA 95620
NOTE FROM TRIAL SECRETARY:
IF YOU ATTEMPT TO EMAIL ME AT KATHIE@TOUCHNGOAGILITY.COM AND YOU
GET A MESSAGE BACK FROM A COMPANY CALLED “SPAMARREST” REQUESTING
YOU CLICK ON A LINK TO ALLOW YOUR EMAIL TO GO THROUGH: THIS IS A
VALID LINK. You only need to do this one time. Otherwise, I may not receive
your email.
Thank you for entering our AKC Memorial Day Agility Trials. By this time, you have all received an entry
confirmation via email. This is a preliminary judging schedule which is contingent upon move up entries that
may not have been received yet.
Upon acceptance of your entry, whether you entered through the AKC Online Entry Service or mailed your entry
to me, you were emailed an entry confirmation. Please ensure you have read this confirmation carefully. Unless
due to a Trial Secretary oversight, errors must be corrected before the day of the show. No additions, deletions,
or changes may be made after closing except for move ups. If you have anything to change, email
kathie@touchngoagility.com.

Move ups for Friday, May 25th are accepted until Monday, May 21, 2018 at 10:00 PM and must be
in print (either letter or email). Although move ups for Saturday, Sunday and Monday will be taken until

15 minutes after the close of day’s event, please consider turning in your move up form as soon as you have
confirmed your results.
Directions from I-80 west: take 113 South towards Dixon. Stay straight as the road curves left over 80,
follow the signs to stay on 113-S. 113 becomes First Street. Follow First Street for a couple miles passing
through downtown Dixon, the fairgrounds are three blocks past downtown on your left.
Directions I-80 east: take the Dixon Avenue / A Street exit and go right on A Street. Turn right on First Street.
The fairgrounds are three blocks south on your left side. Go past the office and main entrance drive and turn
left into the south end of the fairgrounds. The agility site will be clearly in view as you enter the fairgrounds.

NOTE:
THE SITE WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR VENDOR AND COMPETITOR SET UP AFTER
3:00 pm ON THURSDAY, MAY 24, 2018

Unless you are on the set up crew, anyone setting up ringside prior to that time will be asked to
stop, move, or will be moved until we get the show set up or 3 pm, whichever is later.

SET UP CREW: If you wish to help with set up, please contact Sandy Zajkowski at tobigal@yahoo.com, by
Wednesday, May 23rd or by cell phone at (916)5018319 to be added to the Set Up Crew. Set up is scheduled
to begin about 1:00 pm. ONLY SET UP CREW and Key Personnel will be allowed to set up ringside before 3pm
on Thursday.
CANOPY SETUP: The rings will be outside on grass with limited shade, so remember to bring your own shade.
On Friday and Monday, we will be using two rings set up on the South Lawn. On Sat and Sun, we are using
three rings. Ringside competitor set up begins at 3:00 p.m. Please ensure all set ups are at least 15’ back off
the ring ropes. Note: TRACS will be marking off reserved areas and walk through spaces during set up. If you
set your canopy up in a “designated walk-through area” or other reserved space, you will be asked to move,
regardless of the time. In addition, there will be some areas normally used for crating that may have other
functions (catering, awards, etc) planned to be there. See attached map of the site.
UNATTENDED DOGS: In accordance with AKC rules, all dogs must be on leash and attached to a
human being. Please do not: tie your dog to the canopies, leave them unattended in/on chairs, or in an
unattended down stay next to the ring; while walking your course. If you are early in the running order, you
may bring a crate to the warm up area to stage your dog so you can be ready immediately following the walk
though. However, you will have to remove it after your run to keep congestion down near the rings. Also,
remember that, in most cases, there will be a five-minute break from the end of each walk through to the first
dog on the line. The only exception is when we have a walk, walk, run scenario. In that case, the judging
may begin immediately.
PARKING AT THE TRIAL: With the exception of vehicles with permits issued by the Trial Chair, and RVs with
their associated tow vehicles, there will be NO TRACS competitor parking north of the center aisle. For safety
reasons, only authorized and permitted vehicles will be allowed to move on the grounds during show hours. All
vehicles other than RV tow/towed vehicles north of the center aisle must be moved to the parking areas and
may not return until all rings are done for the day. You will be able to drive in to unload, but then you will have
to move your vehicle to the parking lots no later than 7:30 am each day. There are two lots: the one you drive
through when you turn off First Street into the Fairgrounds, and then one across First Street from the Main
entrance. Neither lot is very far away.
RV PARKING: Overnight parking is only permitted by advanced reservations and every overnighter will be
given an assigned parking spot. You should have received a TRACS Overnighter/RV Information email. If not,
please contact Barb Avila at bavila@me.com
RV parking will begin at 2:00 pm, however, even these individuals may not set up ringside before 3:00 pm unless
on the SET UP CREW!
CLEAN UP AFTER YOUR DOG: Please clean up after your dog. Let’s show them that “Dog People” are
clean people. DO NOT LEAVE ANIMALS UNATTENDED IN VEHICLE!. The club will not be responsible
for damage to vehicles resulting from the rescue of overheated animals!
EXITING THE FAIRGROUNDS: If you are parked north of the center aisle with your RV, camper, or van/car,
and need to exit the grounds while the trial is in progress, plan on departing through the rear gate Please DO
NOT drive through the active trial area. This is for the safety of our competitors.
FOOD: TRACS will be providing complimentary coffee, tea, and various tasty edibles to competitors until 10:00
am. However, except for our AMAZING WORKER LUNCH BUFFETT, there will be NO other food available on
the grounds.

WATER: TRACS has gone GREEN! Workers, please bring your own (BYO) sports bottle, drinking glass, coffee
cup, travel mug or other drinking container. Purified drinking water will be provided for workers at each ring.
The water will be in Igloo containers set at each ring.
WORKERS : We are using some full time workers, but can still use lots of other help! Worker Schedules will
be posted at ring side on a large white board each morning. Simply sign up on the white board and listen for
the Ring Crew Chief (RCC) to call for your class.
If you work two classes, you are cordially invited to partake of our amazing worker lunch buffett! Plus, you will
earn $1.00 TRACS Worker Buck per class or division. These can be used at any vendor on site or you can turn
them in at the end of the trial and receive a TRACS certificate good for future entries. Once you have signed
up, please check in with your RCC 10 minutes before you are scheduled to work. This really helps
keep things moving along.
TURNING IN TRACS WORKER BUCKS:
At the end of your weekend, you need to bring all your worker bucks to the Scoring Table and we will give
you a single voucher in exchange. After the end of this trial, the individual worker bucks have no value.
You MUST turn them in and get a certificate. Anyone at the scoring table can do this exchange for you.
SCORING, QUESTIONS, POSTING: Scores will be posted in binders near the consolidated scoring tables
and near awards as soon as possible after each jump height is completed. Please check your results as soon as
possible so we may resolve any questions you may have before the judge forgets what your run was like! If
you have a question, ask! While it’s true the score table is busy, we are never too busy to help you.
If you have any questions about anything other than scoring, or have any feedback about ways we can improve
our trial, don’t be shy about saying something (although I’ve never really known agility people to be shy about
expressing their opinions). Track down our Trial Chair, Sandy Zajkowski; Trial Co-Chair, Karen O’Neil; our Trial
Secretary, Kathie Leggett; or talk to anyone wearing a red or black TRACS shirt/jacket.
AWARDS: We will have your awards ready as soon as we can, but please be patient. AKC requires judges to
review all scribesheets/catalogs prior to awards being available to competitors. In addition to rosettes for class
placements and qualifying flats, there are special rosettes for Double Qualifying rounds; for new titles; and for
any MACH. IF YOU MIGHT EARN A MACH/PACH or AGCH AT THIS TRIAL, PLEASE LET OUR TRIAL

SECRETARY KNOW AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!! We will have a beautiful, special ribbon for everyone
who has let us know, but otherwise, we may run out and you’ll have to get yours afterwards in the
mail.

CHECK IN: Effective January 1, 2010, exhibitors are no longer required to provide proof to Trial Secretaries
that their dog has a valid jump height card as part of the check-in process. With a couple of exceptions, course
Maps will be available at the check-in table for pick up. EXCEPTIONS: Open/Novice FAST maps and ISC maps
will be held back at the Scoring Table. If you are entered in those classes, just stop by and ask for them.
ARMBANDS: We will not be using armband stickers at this trial.
MEASURING: In accordance with recent changes, the only dogs that require measuring are those without
height cards or dogs over two years of age who only have one measurement. THIS INCLUDES DOES JUMPING
IN THE 24” OR 24C class. if you have a permanent height card, two measurements on a dog more than two
years old, or have a temporary height card for dogs less than two years old, you no longer need to submit or
show height cards. Only if you have a dog over two years of age (of any height) and have not received your
permanent card measurements will you need to be measured.
If you marked that your dog needs to be measured, your dog MUST be measured **BEFORE** running-all
heights. Terry LeClair, Cindy Macklin, and Kathie Leggett will be our measuring officials for the event. Morning
measuring will be done near the Check-In table at 7:15 am. Subsequent measuring will be done as required.

In general, the VMOs will be available at the top of each hour, so you can plan when to be near the measuring
area.
TRIAL SCHEDULE – Rings start at different times from day to day. Please see details on the following
pages!
CONFLICTS: Conflicts will be handled as needed. If you even THINK you might have a conflict, notify your
GATE STEWARD before your class begins or as soon as you know you have a problem. We will do everything
we can to make sure you get your run, including resetting jump heights once after all dogs have run, so long
as you have told us you have a problem. However, we will not hold a ring open once all dogs present at
ringside have run; there are other classes to get going.
Recent AKC directives have established that only the Judge can approve any changes to the published running
order. The Judge will brief the Gate Stewards on the process they want them to use to handle conflicts. If you
have a conflict, identify it to the Gate Steward and he/she will handle it in accordance with the Judge’s guidance.
If the Gate Steward has not received specific guidance from the judge or is unsure how to handle your particular
situation, the judge must be consulted and give approval for any change.
Handlers with multiple dogs will be separated as much as possible within their class.
The on Call Vet and the nearest 24 Hour Emergency Veterinarian: UC Davis Veterinary Teaching
Hospital; (530)752-1393; Directions will be available at the Trial Secretary’s table.
Live To Run Again Library: Will be at this trial. Feel free to borrow a book on tape (audio CD’s or cassettes)
or contribute to the library. If you are donating a new audiobook, please give it to Penny Larson or leave it for
her near the Workers’ Raffle so she can process it before adding it to the library. You don’t have to put one in
to take one out, just return it when you are done at the next trial and borrow another. Open to everyone.
Other Users of the Fairgrounds: During the week, on Thursday and Friday, there is a school that uses one
of the fairgrounds buildings. At recess the children play in the north area and sometimes wander the grounds
and often do laps around the roadways where the RVs are parked. Please be very careful when moving your
vehicles around the grounds and be sure to keep your dogs on leash so they don’t go say “hi”.
The Australian Shepherd Club will be holding a conformation event on the far North Lawn on Saturday and
Sunday. Please keep your dogs out of that area.
Vendors: We have some wonderful vendors attending our trial. Be sure to stop by their booth and check out
what they are offering!









Carla Campbell: Canine massage
Joanne Osburn: Dog Treats, fundraising for National Canine Cancer Foundation
Erin 4 Paws Pic: Photographer
Caroline Olin Winata: Photographer
Dog Gone Digital: Photographer
Planet Blue Dog: Dog Supplies, treats and toys
Four Paws Gourmet
Patrice “Blue” Jackson: Human Massage Therapist Extraordinare!

TRACS GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING – All Are welcome!
WHAT: TRACS General Membership Meeting
WHEN: Sunday afternoon, approximately 4:30 pm
WHERE: Near the center aisle behind scoring / awards
WHO: TRACS members, guests, and anyone interested in joining the club!

TRACS AND ITS MEMBERS HAVE SPONSORED A NUMBER OF SPECIAL AWARDS. BUT TO BE ELIGIBLE, YOU
MUST TURN IN THE ATTACHED SIGN UP FORM OR STOP BY THE TRACS CLUB BOOTH AND COMPLETE ONE.
TURN IT IN TO THE TRIAL SECRETARY ON YOUR FIRST MORNING. YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE ENTERED ON
FRI, SAT AND SUN TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THESE AWARDS, BUT IT HELPS! READ ON!
HERE ARE THE DETAILS (IN CASE YOU MISSED THEM IN THE PREMIUM LIST!)
HOW DOES IT WORK?:
1. Perfect Weekend/Perfect Premier / Incredible Team Awards: Dogs must enter/compete in all pertinent
rounds to be eligible for these awards. ANY dog achieving these results receive the award.
2. For all other awards, each award will be given in two divisions (Regular and preferred go head to head!):
Large (20-24C Regular dogs; 16-20” Preferred dogs) and Small (16-8” Regular dogs; 12-4” Preferred dogs)
3. Scoring will be as follows:
a. Scores will be accumulated across three days of competition (Fri, Sat, and Sun).
b. Scoring will be based on Faults then HIGHEST percentage of time UNDER combined standard
course time.
c. Any dog earning an “NQ” will be scored 25 faults and assigned maximum course time for that class
(at least this team gave it a try)
d. Any dog earning an “E” will be scored 50 faults and assigned maximum course time for that class
(They tried, but for some reason, did not finish).

e. Any dog marked “ABS” will be scored 75 faults and assigned maximum course time. (didn’t even try)
f. Lowest cumulative score (faults) after 6 rounds of competition (Fri, Sat, and Sun) will be the winner.
Ties will be broken by time.
If your dog is eligible and you wish to vie for any of these awards, YOU MUST sign up on your first day of
competition at the Trial Secretary’s table. You will NOT be automatically signed up for any special award and
we will NOT be validating your eligibility. This is an honor system. It will be your responsibility to sign up if you
want to play!

AWARDS SPONSORED BY TRACS:
1. Perfect Weekend Award: This award will go to ANY/ALL dogs that go 6/6 in the Standard and Jumpers with
Weaves classes, regardless of level. Award: Certificate for 6 Free classes at the 2019 TRACS Memorial Day
Trials.
2. Perfect Premier Weekend Award: This award will go to ANY/ALL dogs that go 6/6 in the Premier Standard
and Premier Jumpers classes. Award: Certificate for 6 Free Classes at the 2019 TRACS Memorial Day
Trials.
3. Incredible Team Award (aka the WOWZA!! Award): This award will go to any/all dogs who go 12/12 from
the Regular and Premier Standard and Jumpers Classes. Award: Certificate for 12 Free classes at the 2019
TRACS Memorial Day Trials.
4. High Scoring Dog handled by a TRACS Member; Award: Special Prize Package, designed specifically for
TRACS members! Winners receive:
i. Fleece Blanket, embroidered with TRACS Logo
ii. Complimentary 2019 TRACS dues
iii. Write up/photos on front page of the TRACS website (you and your dog become the face of
TRACS for a year!)
iv. Preferred Crating spots for you and one friend at all TRACS AKC, UKI and USDAA agility
events through May of 2019 .
AWARDS SPONSORED BY TRACS MEMBERS - OPEN TO ALL LEVELS
5. “Devie’s Award” (High Scoring Rescue Dog): Sponsored by Sue Bailey; Award: $50.00 cash
6. High Scoring Dog handled by a First responder ((Police/fire/Medical)-active or retired); a Military member
(retired or active) or their family members; Sponsored by Jake and Kathie Leggett; Award: $50.00 cash
7. High Scoring Dog handled by a “Senior” (age 70 or over); Sponsored by Cali Girl Collars (Rosalie Ball);
Award: $25.00 cash
8. High Scoring Cancer Survivor (Canine or Human); Sponsored by Katrina Parkinson; Award: $25.00 Cash
9. High Scoring Dog handled by a “Junior” (aged 21 years or younger); Sponsored by Karen O’Neil; Award
$25.00 cash
10. “Super Senior Dog Award” (High Scoring Senior Dog (aged 9 years and older)); Sponsored by Jan and Bob
Davis; Award: $25.00 Cash
11. High Scoring Dog with a Tracking Title (TD, TDX, VST); Sponsored by Penny Larson; Award: Beautiful hand
crafted blanket in TRACS colors, made by Penny Larson
12. High Scoring Dog with AKC Conformation Championship (CH) title; Sponsored by Sue Larson; Award:
Handcrafted, braided paracord leash in your choice of design and colors. Made by Becky Hardenbergh.
13. High Scoring Dog handled by an Academic Educator (Active or Retired); Sponsored by Becky Hardenbergh;
Award: Trophy

TRACS
SPECIAL AWARDS SIGN UP
Fill out the information below and turn into the Trial Secretary’s table
prior to the start of judging on your first day.
HANDLER NAME: ________________________________________
DOG CALL NAME: _______________________________________
ARMBAND #: ___________________
STD CLASS LEVEL (CIRCLE ONE):

NOV OPN EXC MAS

JWW CLASS LEVEL (CIRCLE ONE):

NOV OPN

EXC MAS

AWARD CATEGORIES (check all that apply):
Perfect Weekend Award.
Perfect Premier Weekend Award.
Incredible Team Award (aka the WOWZA!! Award.
High Scoring Dog handled by a TRACS Member.
“Devie’s Award”

(High Scoring Rescue Dog)

“Thank You For Your Service Award. (High Scoring Dog handled by a First
Responder: Fire, Police, Medical, Military or Family members)

High Scoring Dog handled by a “Senior” (age 70 or over)
High Scoring Cancer Survivor (Canine or Human)
High Scoring Dog handled by a “Junior” (age 21 years or younger)
“Super Senior Dog Award” (High Scoring Senior Dog (age 9 years and older))
High Scoring Dog with a Tracking Title (TD, TDX, VST)
High Scoring Dog with AKC Conformation Championship (CH) title
High Scoring Dog handled by an Academic Educator (Active or Retired)

SATURDAY, MAY 26, 2018 – HOPEFULLY AROUND 4:00 PM
TRACS 8th Parade of Agility Veterans will take place approximately 30 minutes
after the end of judging on Saturday, May 26. Location (which ring) will be
announced once we know which ring will really finish first! Bring your chairs
and your Kleenex and help us honor our veteran dogs.

TRACS IS SETTING UP A SPECIAL HOLIDAY PHOTO BACKDROP SO YOU CAN CAPTURE YOUR
MEMORIES OF THIS WEEKEND!
IT WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR ANYONE TO USE ANY TIME DURING THE TRIAL.
LOCATION WILL DEPEND ON THE WIND! LOOK FOR SIGNS POINTING THE WAY!

TRIAL SCHEDULE – SEE ATTACHED PAGE FOR SCHEDULE DETAILS
CHECK-IN: Opens at 7:15 daily. Maps will be available after the judges arrive
GENERAL EXHIBITOR BRIEFING: 7:30 am each day. Why come and listen??? Well, this is where you will get
information about the trial specific to each day (stuff that may have come up since this judging schedule was published,
changes to the schedule, explanation of the day’s events/walkthroughs, and anything else our illustrious Trial Chairs or
Trial Secretary needs to talk to you about!)

NOTE TO EXHIBITORS ON SCHEDULE, CLASS ORDER, AND JUMP HEIGHT ORDER:
We have put a LOT of work into developing a schedule with an eye towards minimizing conflicts for the greatest
number of competitors. Because of this, you will see that the Masters/Excellent classes jump height order
switches around. PLEASE review the attached schedule grid carefully! Also, throughout the weekend, there
are breaks built into the schedule so you may see a ring having some down time pending the completion of a
class in another ring. WE DO NOT PLAN TO CHANGE THIS SCHEDULE (although this MAY happen) just because
a ring is down. Please be patient, take a break, and relax and enjoy the show.

WALK THROUGH NOTES:
 First walkthrough each day is scheduled to start no less than 15 minutes prior to the start of the first class.
 FOR MAS/EX EXHIBITORS ENTERED IN MAS/EX FAST AND MAS/EX JWW on Saturday and
Sunday: Judging in the JWW ring will start immediately following conclusion of the first group in the
Mas/Ex FAST class. So, if you are in the first group scheduled to run in Mas/Ex JWW, be sure to have
walked both courses before that time. There will NOT be an additional walkthrough for the first group.
 The general walkthrough in any ring may begin as soon as the judge approves the course. Subsequent
classes and walkthroughs will start when previous class is completed.
 We have one class on Sunday (Mas/Ex JWW) that has one division so large we will be splitting the
walkthough (16 Pref/20/24/24C). This division only, will be walk/walk/run. All others will have a single
walkthrough. See attached grid for details.
 There are a number of the Masters/Excellent classes with an unconventional jump height order due to
trying to keep the trial moving and the conflicts reduced.
 Be sure to review the information on the following page carefully! Walkthrough groups are shown as a
series of “xx/xx/xx”; walkthrough splits are identified with a semicolon “x;”
 STAY FLEXIBLE!!
FIRST CLASSES JUDGES’ BRIEFING: Will take place 15 minutes prior to the start of the first class in each ring.
Subsequent judges’ briefings will immediately precede each class.
JUDGING BEGINS: 8:00 at the earliest. But it varies from day to day and ring to ring. See detailed schedule on
following page.
FAST CLASS NOTE:
 Open/Novice FAST: We will be running the Nov/Open combo FAST class where the course is set the
same for both levels with the differing sends. We will be running this class in jump height order: in each
jump height, Open dogs will run followed by Nov dogs.
 Master Fast will be run separately; On Monday and Friday, it will be run in Ring 2 following Open/Nov
FAST; On Saturday and Sunday, it will be run in Ring 1 prior to the Premier Standard class.

FRIDAY, MAY 25, 2018
Ring 1 (Ken)
Judging Starts: 8:00 am
Prem Std
Mas/Ex Std
Open Std
Nov Std
T2B

24C/24/20; 16/12/8
24C/24/12/8; 16; 20
Tall to Small
Tall to Small
24C/24/20; 16/12/8

Ring 1 (Greg)
Judging Starts: 8:00 am
Mas/Ex FAST
20/24/24C; 8/12/16
Prem Std
20/24/24C; 8/12/16
16; 8/12/24/24C; 20
Mas/Ex Std

Ring 1 (Ken)
Judging Starts: 8:00 AM
Mas/Ex FAST
16/12/8; 24C/24/20
Prem Std
16/12/8; 24C/24/20
Mas/Ex Std
12/8; 16; 20; 24C/24

Ring 2 (Greg)
Judging Starts: 8:00 AM
Nov/Open FAST
(combined)
Tall to Small
24C/24/12/8; 20/16
Mas/Ex FAST
Nov JWW
Tall to Small
Open JWW
Tall to Small
24C/24/12/8; 16; 20
Mas/Ex JWW
Prem JWW
16/12/8; 24C/24/20
SATURDAY, MAY 26, 2018
Ring 2 (Ken)
Judging Starts: At the end of Mas/Ex Large FAST
24/24C/8/12; 16; 20
Mas/Ex JWW
Prem JWW
All except 16"; 16'
ISC JWW
12/16; 20/24

SUNDAY, MAY 28, 2018
Ring 2 (Greg)
Judging Starts: at end of Mas/Ex Small FAST
Mas/Ex JWW
16 Reg/12/8
Mas/Ex JWW
24C/24/20/16 Pref
Prem JWW
24C/24/20; 16/12/8/4
ISC Std
24/20; 16/12

MONDAY, MAY 28, 2018
Ring 1 (Greg)
Judging Starts: 8:00 am
Prem Std
20/24/24C; 4/8/12/16
Mas/Ex Std
20/24/24C; 4/8/12/16
Open Std
Small to Tall
Nov Std
Small to Tall
T2B
8/12/16; 20/24/24C

Ring 2 (Ken)
Judging Starts: 8:00 am
Nov/Open FAST
Small to Tall
Mas/Ex FAST
20/24/24C; 8/12/16
Nov JWW
Small to Tall
Open JWW
Small to tall
Mas/Ex JWW
20/24/24C; 8/12/16
Prem JWW
20/24/24C; 4/8/12/16

Ring 3 (Pat)
Judging Starts: 8:00 am
Nov JWW
Small to Tall
Open JWW
Small to Tall
Open Std
Small to Tall
Nov Std
Small to Tall
Nov/Open FAST
(combined)
Small to tall
T2B
20/24/24C; 4/8/12/16

Ring 3 (Pat)
Judging Starts: 8:00 am
Nov JWW
Tall to Small
Open JWW
Tall to Small
Open Std
Tall to Small
Nov Std
Tall to Small
Nov/Open FAST
(combined)
Tall to Small
T2B
24C/24/20; 16/12/8

TRACS
Memorial Day Weekend
May 25-28, 2018
Planned Site Layout
Dixon May Fairgrounds
655 S. 1st Street, Dixon, CA
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FINAL ENTRY NUMBERS
(Contingent on Move Ups)

Nov
Open
Ex
Mas
Prem

Nov
Open
Ex
Mas
Prem

Nov
Open
Ex
Mas

T2B

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

Total Runs: 485
STANDARD
Reg Pref
12
6
16
1
18
4
70
21
39
7
JWW
Reg Pref
11
5
16
1
13
3
76
20
33
5
FAST
Reg Pref
0
10
7
1
10
1
30
10
T2B
Reg Pref
31
8

Total Runs: 675
STANDARD
Reg Pref Total
Nov
15
5
20
Open
18
3
21
Ex
21
4
25
Mas
94
27
121
Prem
57
9
66
JWW
Reg Pref Total
Nov
15
6
21
Open
18
3
22
Ex
16
2
18
Mas
99
28
127
Prem
53
9
62
FAST
Reg Pref Total
Nov
11
2
13
Open
13
1
14
Ex
13
5
18
Mas
36
7
43
T2B
Reg Pref Total
T2B
47
13
60
ISC
Reg
Total
ISC
24
24

Total Runs: 640
STANDARD
Reg Pref
14
5
14
3
22
4
93
25
57
9
JWW
Reg Pref
12
5
16
2
14
4
100
24
50
8
FAST
Reg Pref
9
1
10
1
14
5
35
8
T2B
Reg Pref
40
12
ISC
Reg
24

Total Runs: 409
STANDARD
Reg Pref
5
5
8
1
17
3
65
12
38
4
JWW
Reg Pref
5
3
9
1
10
3
71
12
31
6
FAST
Reg Pref
6
1
7
1
10
2
28
7
T2B
Reg Pref
30
8

Total
18
17
22
91
46
Total
16
17
16
96
38
Total
10
8
11
40
Total
39

Nov
Open
Ex
Mas
Prem

Nov
Open
Ex
Mas
Prem

Nov
Open
Ex
Mas

T2B

ISC

Total
19
17
26
118
66
Total
17
18
18
124
58
Total
10
11
19
43

Nov
Open
Ex
Mas
Prem

Nov
Open
Ex
Mas
Prem

Nov
Open
Ex
Mas

Total
52 T2B
Total
24

Total
10
9
20
77
42
Total
8
10
13
83
37
Total
7
8
12
35
Total
38

